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AddItIonalKeyphrases:intermethodcomparison

Materialsand Methods
Study Design and Materials
The study was performed in four expert C.I.S.M.E.L. laboratories (Labs. [1] [2] [3] [4] Agreement between the methods was assessed by averaging the results produced by each laboratory for the 40 individual samples and analyzing the data according to two different approaches. We calculated the correlation coefficients (r) between the results produced by method pairs. We also used the method proposed by Bland (260 mg/i#{174} mL) for this plasma, which was adopted for the calibration curves for the other methods.
Accuracy
The accuracyof the methods, in relation to gravimetrically determined fibrinogen in normal and high-concentration fibrinogen plasmas, was calculated in Lab. 1. The lower the percentage deviation of the method (irrespective of positive or negative sign), the greater the accuracy. As shown in Figure 1 , the Von Clauss 
Precision
The mean (±SD) values of the intralaboratory CVs (both intra-and interassays) for normal and highfibrinogen plasmas are shown in Table 2 . Methods were scored from 1 to 6, according to increasing precision.
With one exception, CVs were <10%. Between-laboratory CVs are shown in Table 3 . CVs were greater with the turbidimetric method, with the Blomb#{228}ck and Blomback method, and with the Chromotime System, especially for assays of the high-fibrinogen plasma.
The sums of the scores for accuracy and precision attributed to each method are shown in Table 4 . The Von Clauss method had the highest score;the turbidimetric method, the lowest.
IntermethodAgreement
The results obtained for 40 plasmas from normal individuals or patients were used to evaluate the betweenmethod agreement. The mean (and SD) of the cumulative results obtained with all methods in the four laboratories was 11.74(1.09) .tmol/L (399 ± 37 mg/100 mL). The Von Clauss method gave the results closest to the general The correlation coefficients of the results when all methods were compared in pairs ranged from 0.95 to 0.99. Between-method agreement was also evaluated according to the statistical method proposed by Bland and Altman (17) , comparing the differences between the results obtained with each pair of methods against their average values. Table 5 . In relation to all other methods, the Blomback and Blomback method generally gave lower results, whereas the PT-derived method gave higher ones;only the difference between these two methods was statistically significant by analysis of variance (P <0.05).
Discussion
The ideal method for fibrinogen determination in the coagulation laboratory should be accurate, sensitive, specific, and precise. For evaluating a large number of samples, it should also be easy to perform and fast and should give comparable between-laboratory results.
In VonClauss Turbidimetric Chromotime System PT-derived RID Table 2 . Higher scores Indicate better performance.
assay, and fibrinogen is measured after complete coagulation of plasma; the overall risk of technical error is minimal because the test is very simple and does not require complex manipulations or sophisticated apparatus; and the method was used in the largest epidemiological study, which showed that fibrinogen concentrations are indicators of risk for ischemicheart disease (18).
Accuracy.
We found that the calibration procedures proposed by manufacturers are not always sufficiently precise. Both the Von Clauss and RID methods, which are extensively used in clinical laboratories, were much less accurate when manufacturers' calibration was adopted, but highly accurate if calibrated against our internal reference standard. The use of commercial lyophilized calibration plasma samples was of little help for this purpose because only when the same method of measurement was used in their evaluation did our results agree with the concentrations of fibrinogen declared by manufacturers.
Our results are consistent Our study also shows that the accuracy of most methods decreased at higher fibrinogen concentrations.
Exceptions were the Von Clauss and RID methods, which gave good results for both normal and high fibrinogen concentrations in plasma. This finding indicates that the best results are obtained by operating within normal range values and suggests that a predilution of samples might be necessary when fibrinogen concentrations are high.
Precision. The Von Clauss, RID, and PT-derived methods had the lowest CVs, both intra-and betweenassays and laboratories. The Von Clauss method involves very little manipulation of samples, and the PT-derived method is completely automated. These methodological aspects probably played a key role in the high precision of these methods, as noted in other studies (13, (20) (21) (22) (23) . The Chromotime System method was also of poor precision, probably because of the lack of automation and the marked effects of pipetting errors from the small volumes of samples and reagents used.
Agreement.
In general, a satisfactory agreement between the methods was found. The RID method gave lower values than all the other methods except for the Blomb#{225}ck and Blomb#{225}ck method. The Blomb#{227}ck and Blomb#{227}ck and PT-derived methods gave consistently lower and higher values (respectively) than the other methods, being the only pair of methods that gave a statistically significant difference.
In conclusion, both the Von Clauss and the RID methods, the most widely used methods in routine coagulation laboratories for functional and immunologic fibrinogen measurement, are reliable, accurate, and precise, provided an adequate calibration procedure is adopted. The recently proposedPT-derived method is also highly reproducible, although it apparently still has somedrawbacks in terms of accuracy and (or) calibration. All these assays are rapid and simple to perform, except RID. The PT-derived method is already automated and the others are easy to automate, a factor that may well improve their rapidity and reproducibility. Moreover, these methods seem suited for the processing of large numbers of samples. An adequate calibration procedure is an indispensable preliminary condition to obtain reliable fibrinogen measurements whatever the methods used. Because neither the calibration procedures proposed by the manufacturers nor the use of lyophiuized commercial plasma samples seems adequate for this purpose, an international standard for fibrinogen measurement should be established.
